Introduction
It has been observed that after the Main Ring RP manipulation of coalescing (where 6 to 13 primary bunches ars transferred into a single RP bucket) the new secondary bunch displays evidence of high frequency density structure superimposed on the approximately Gaussian longitudinal bunch length distribution. This structure is persistent over a period of -many seconds (hundreds of synchrotron oscillation periods).
With the help of multiparticle simulation programs, an explanation of this phenomenon is given in terms of single particle longitudinal phase space dynamics.
No coherent effects need be taken into account.
The Coalescing Process figure 4 ). Looking at the time projection of this density distribution on various turns, one produces a 'mountain range" of the bunch rotation process (see figure 3) . Finally, the 63 MHz BF voltage is snapped back on to recapture the bunches.
A secondary coalesced bunch is born, with a larger longitudinal emittance and an initial density distribution modulation in the momentum plane.
This residual bunch structure will now synchrotron revolve in that DF bucket.
Density Distribution Observations
The observation of persistent high frequency density structure4 was made with the help of a mountain range plot. Figure 5 contains a mountain range photograph in which the time span of the image encompasses the entire coalescing process. The bottom trace shows the azimuthal density distribution of the bunch after the beam has been recaptured for one quarter of a synchrotron period. The structure which had been evident in the momentum plane has now rotated into the azimuthal plane. TFhTFTF~FfFFFFFl-WFFF _.
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